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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Wired IP Cameras Toshiba.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN

        The user manual for the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Wired IP Cameras.
        


        The IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night Camera Kit with 2.8-6mm Lens with a 1/3.2" (2M) CMOS sensor delivers clear images at a resolution up to 1600 x 1200. A minimum illumination of 0.2 lux at f/1.2 ensures high-quality imagery even in extreme low-light conditions. The kit includes a mount and an optional 12VDC power supply. Capable of working as an IR night vision camera during night and a high-resolution color camera during daylight, the camera is ideal to be used in schools, public spaces, and casinos.

Quad Streaming feature enables the IK-WB30A camera to simultaneously transfer MPEG4 and MJPEG images thereby making it compatible with limited bandwidth networks. In addition, it allows you to store high-resolution MJPEG onto an NVR. The camera uses IR cut filter to switch between color and B&W as per the changes in ambient lighting.

Backlight Compensation adjusts video gain to correct the exposure when the object being captured is in front of a bright light. Auto White Balance adjusts the red and blue signals in the MWB mode by taking a standard white color reference to get the most natural colors. Automatic Gain Control adjusts the signal strength to maintain a constant brightness level. Besides tamper detection and motion detection, the IK-WB30A camera also supports privacy masking that allows you to mask infinite zones of a scene for privacy reasons.

With ePTZ operation, you can move the focus to the viewing area for a close-up view for easy identification of remote objects without moving the camera physically. The SD card slot for on-board storage prevents data loss due to network connection and also makes efficient use of bandwidth by reducing the transmission of unnecessary data. Power is supplied to the camera through PoE; hence the camera gets power from the network itself without any extra wiring for auxiliary power outlets.        
      
	        
        If you own a Toshiba wired ip cameras and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN:
 	 Camera and Lens Specs 	 Lens mount - CS (lens not included)

Zoom - (Digital) 4x

Image Sensor - 1/3.2" CMOS

Effective Picture Element - 1600 (H) x 1200 (V)

Scanning System - Progressive

Compression Format - JPEG, MPEG4 dual codec

Compression rate steps - JPEG /MPEG4 6 steps

Audio I/O - MIC IN / LINE OUT

2-way audio (SIP) supported

Minimum illumination - 1 0.04 lux / F1.4 (Night mode, Max gain 4x, 1/30 sec)

0.01 lux / F1.4 (Night mode, Max gain 8x, 1/5 sec)

Electric shutter - 1/5-1/40,000 sec

Day/Night - (mechanical ) Removeable IR-cut filter

White Balance - AWB

AGC - Auto

BLC - Yes

Flicker less - Yes 50Hz/60Hz selectable

Privacy Mask - Yes

Tamper Detection - Yes

Motion Detection - Yes 
	 Network 	 Support-protocol - TCP/ IP, HTTP, HTTPs, UPnP, RTSP/RTP/RTCP, IGMP, SMTP,FTP,DHCP,NTP,DNS,DDNS,PPPoE, SNMP
Internet protocol - IPv4, IPv6
Camera setup program - Installation Wizard
Web browser support - Internet Explorer Ver 7.0 or 8.0
Available OS - Windows XP,Windows Vista Business 
Application plug-in - ActiveX
MPEG4/JPEG - Four simultaneous streamings
Maximum access user - Up to 10 clients (Live view)
Band width control -QoS, CoS
Image sizes (JPEG)- 1600 x 1200, 1280 x 960, 800 x 600,640 x 480, 320x240, 176 x 144
Image sizes (Mpeg4) - 1600 x 1200, 1280 x 960, 800 x 600,640 x 480, 320 x 240, 176 x 144
Max frames-per-second (fps) *1 - 30fps at SVGA, 15fps at UXGA (MJPEG)30fps at SVGA, 15fps at UXGA (MPEG4)
Security - Multi level ID/Password, IP addressfiltering, HTTPS, 802.1x port-based authentication 
DDNS - no-ip.com changeIP.com
Multi-cast/Uni-cast - Yes
Alarm recording, e-mail, FTP - Yes
Recording on SD card - Yes (supported SD, SDHC card)
ePTZ - Yes
Export/upload function - Yes
Daylight savings - Yes 
	 Interface 	 Ethernet Connectors - 10 Base-T/100 Base-Tx_RJ-45Built-in microphone - Yes 
Audio in/out terminal - 2-way audio (Mic In / Line out)
Digital input/output terminal in x 1, out x 1
RS485 (PT base control) Pelco-D protocol supported 
	 Miscellaneous 	 Dimensions - 6.0 x 2.8 x 2.2"(excluding protrusion) 153mm (L) x 72mm (W) x 55mm (H)
Temperature of operation - 14°-122° F (-10° to +50° C)
Humidity - 20% to 90%
Weight - 1.34 lbs (606 g)
Power requirements - DC 12V±10%, 24VAC ±10%,and PoE
Current consumption - 12 VDC/0.6A, 24 VAC/0.6A
OS - Linux Ver2.6
Camera rating - FCC/B verification, IC (ICES-003)AC adapter rating - UL609050-1, CSA C22.2
FCC/B verification
RoHS - Yes 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new wired ip cameras, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Toshiba users keep a unique electronic library
        for Toshiba wired ip camerass,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the wired ip cameras.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Toshiba service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Toshiba IK-WB30A IP Network Video Day/Night WB30A-KIT28-6DN. User manuals are also
        available on the Toshiba website under Surveillance  -  Surveillance Video  -  Wired IP Cameras.
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